We report results of Raman scattering experiments on twin-free BaFe2As2 with the main focus placed on understanding the influence of electronic and spin degrees of freedom on the lattice dynamics. In particular, we scrutinize the Eg modes and the As A1g mode. Each of the two Eg phonons in the tetragonal phase is observed to split into a B2g and a B3g mode upon entering the orthorhombic stripe-magnetic phase. The splitting amounts to approximately 10 cm −1 and less than 5 cm −1 for the low-and the high-energy Eg mode, respectively. The detailed study of the fully symmetric As mode using parallel incident and outgoing photon polarizations along either the antiferromagnetic or the ferromagnetic Fe-Fe direction reveals an anisotropic variation of the spectral weight with the energy of the exciting laser indicating a polarization-dependent resonance effect. Along with the experiments we present results from density functional theory calculations of the phonon eigenvectors, the dielectric function, and the Raman tensor elements. The comparison of theory and experiment indicates that (i) orbital-selective electronic correlations are crucial to understand the lattice dynamics and (ii) all phonon anomalies originate predominantly from the magnetic ordering and the corresponding reconstruction of the electronic bands at all energies.
We report results of Raman scattering experiments on twin-free BaFe2As2 with the main focus placed on understanding the influence of electronic and spin degrees of freedom on the lattice dynamics. In particular, we scrutinize the Eg modes and the As A1g mode. Each of the two Eg phonons in the tetragonal phase is observed to split into a B2g and a B3g mode upon entering the orthorhombic stripe-magnetic phase. The splitting amounts to approximately 10 cm −1 and less than 5 cm −1 for the low-and the high-energy Eg mode, respectively. The detailed study of the fully symmetric As mode using parallel incident and outgoing photon polarizations along either the antiferromagnetic or the ferromagnetic Fe-Fe direction reveals an anisotropic variation of the spectral weight with the energy of the exciting laser indicating a polarization-dependent resonance effect. Along with the experiments we present results from density functional theory calculations of the phonon eigenvectors, the dielectric function, and the Raman tensor elements. The comparison of theory and experiment indicates that (i) orbital-selective electronic correlations are crucial to understand the lattice dynamics and (ii) all phonon anomalies originate predominantly from the magnetic ordering and the corresponding reconstruction of the electronic bands at all energies. 
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most debated issues in Fe-based superconductors is the interplay of spin, orbital and lattice degrees of freedom at the onset of magnetism, nematicity and superconductivity. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Actually, phonons may play a decisive role for probing subtle changes of the electronic and magnetic properties. For instance, soon after the discovery of Fe-based superconductors the magnetic moment was predicted to couple to the As position. 6 Zbiri et al. found a modulation of the electronic density of states at the Fermi energy E F by the two E g and the A 1g modes. 7 Various anomalies were observed experimentally using neutron, Raman and optical spectroscopy, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] but are not fully understood yet.
One particular effect is the observation of substantial Raman scattering intensity of the As phonon below the magneto-structural transition in crossed polarizations with the electric fields oriented along the axes of the pseudo-tetragonal 2 Fe unit cell 9 [For the definition of the axes see Fig. 1 (a) ]. García-Martínez et al. argued that magnetism sufficiently modifies the low-energy electronic structure to explain this anomalous intensity. 16 Recent experiments seem to support this view 17 upon comparing spectra obtained with parallel and crossed polarizations in twinned samples with the incident field oriented along the a and the scattered field either along the a or b axis, respectively. Yet, to which extent the phonons are affected by correlations and magnetic-ordering-induced changes in the electronic structure at energies in the range of the photon energies is still unclear.
In this work we address this issue both experimentally and theoretically and investigate how magnetism and the combination of moderately correlated Fe d states and uncorrelated As p states affect such complex spectroscopic properties as, for instance, resonant Raman scattering. In particular, we try to clarify whether the observed anomalous intensity of the As mode is a low-or a highenergy phenomenon and aim at identifying the driving force behind the ordering instabilities.
In our study we find that very good agreement between experimental observations and density functional theory (DFT) calculations can be achieved in both the paramagnetic and the antiferromagnetic state of BaFe 2 As 2 if two physically motivated modifications are being made to the standard DFT electronic bands. On the one hand, we need to account for the fact that the hightemperature tetragonal phase is paramagnetically disordered, and cannot be simulated by calculations with suppressed local magnetism. 18 Besides, it appears neces-sary not only to introduce an antiferromagnetic order in the calculations, but also to account for strong correlations. The latter is achieved by separating the energy bands into two regions, a high-energy region with predominantly As states and a low-energy region with predominantly Fe states. The Fe states are then appropriately renormalized. With these two assumptions we can reproduce (i) the positions of the Raman active phonons and their splitting and evolution in the (mechanically detwinned) orthorhombic antiferromagnetic state and (ii) Raman intensities, including theã −b anisotropy as well as the complex resonant evolution with the laser light frequency. This agreement gives an experimental justification to the proposed computational procedure and convincingly substantiates the physical concepts it was derived from, namely the pivotal role of local moments in the lattice dynamics of Fe-based superconductors, and the importance of band renormalizations for d-electrons.
II. METHODS

A. Samples
The BaFe 2 As 2 crystal was prepared using a self-flux technique. Details of the crystal growth and characterization are described elsewhere.
19 BaFe 2 As 2 is a parent compound of double-layer iron-based superconductors and orders in a stripe-like spin-density-wave (SDW) below T SDW ≈ 135 K. Superconductivity can be obtained by substituting any of the ions or by pressure.
20
In Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 (0 < x 0.06) the SDW is preceded by a structural phase transition from a tetragonal (I4/mmm) to an orthorhombic (F mmm) lattice at T s > T SDW . 19 It remains a matter of debate as to whether or not T SDW and T s coincide in BaFe 2 As 2 .
19,21
Fig . 1(a) shows the relation of the various axes. The axes of the tetragonal crystal (T > T s , green lines) are denoted a and b with a = b. The axes of the magnetically ordered structure (4 Fe per unit cell, black lines),ã andb, differ by approximately 0.7% below T SDW 22 and the FeFe distance along theb axis becomes shorter than along theã axis as sketched in Figure 1(a) . As a result, the angle between a and b differs from 90
• by approximately 0.4
• . Below T SDW the spins order ferromagnetically alongb and antiferromagnetically alongã. Due to the small difference betweenã andb the crystals are twinned below T s , and the orthogonalã andb axes change roles at twin boundaries running along the directions of the tetragonal a and b axes. The orthorhombic distortion makes the proper definition of the axes important as has been shown for twin-free crystals by longitudinal and optical transport as well as by ARPES. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] In order to obtain a single-domain orthorhombic crystal we constructed a sample holder for applying uniaxial pressure parallel to the Fe-Fe direction. 
(1) (4) is glued on the copper plate (1) which is in good thermal contact with the sample holder (3). Upon tightening the screws (5) the force exerted by the copper-beryllium cantilever (2) can be adjusted. (d) Schematic representation of the geometry of our Raman scattering experiment. All incoming light polarizations eI which are not parallel to y have finite projections on the c axis (red arrow).
B. Detwinning clamp
The detwinning clamp is similar to that used by Chu et al.
23 Fig. 1(b) and (c) show, respectively, a schematic drawing and a photograph of the clamp. The sample is attached to a thermally sinked copper block (1) with GE varnish, which remains sufficiently elastic at low temperatures and maintains good thermal contact between the holder (3) and the sample (4). The stress is applied using a copper-beryllium cantilever (2) which presses the sample against the body of the clamp. Upon tightening the screws (5) the force on the sample can be adjusted.
In our experiment, the pressure is applied along the FeFe bonds. The c axis of the sample is perpendicular to the force and parallel to the optical axis. The uniaxial pressure can be estimated from the rate of change of the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition at T s . Using the experimentally derived rate of 1 K per 7 MPa 29, 30 we find approximately 35 MPa for our experiment to be sufficient to detwin the sample.
C. Light scattering
The experiment was performed with a standard light scattering setup. We used two ion lasers (Ar + Coherent Innova 304C and Kr + Coherent Innova 400) and two diode pumped solid state lasers (Coherent Genesis MX SLM, Laser Quantum Ignis) providing a total of 14 lines ranging from 407 nm to 676 nm, corresponding to incident energies ω I between 3.1 and 1.8 eV. Due to this wide range the raw data have to be corrected. The quantity of interest is the response function Rχ (Ω) where Ω = ω I − ω S is the Raman shift, ω S is the energy of the scattered photons and R is an experimental constant. Details of the calibration are described in Appendix A.
Application of the Raman selection rules requires welldefined polarizations for the exciting and scattered photons. The polarizations are given in Porto notation with the first and the second symbol indicating the directions of the incoming and scattered photons' electric fields e I and e S , respectively. We use xyz for the laboratory system [see Fig. 1(d) ]. The xz plane is vertical and defines the plane of incidence, yz is horizontal, xy is the sample surface, and the z axis is parallel to the optical axis and to the crystallographic c axis. For the sample orientation used here (see Fig. 1 ) the Fe-Fe bonds are parallel to x and y, specificallyã = (1, 0, 0) x andb = (0, 1, 0) y. Since the orthorhombicity below T s is small the angle between a andã deviates only by 0.2
• from 45
• . It is therefore an excellent approximation to use a x = 1/ √ 2(x + y) ≡ 1/ √ 2(1, 1, 0) and
. As the angle of incidence of the exciting photons is as large as 66
• in our setup [see Fig. 1(d) ] the orientations of e I parallel and perpendicular to the xz plane are inequivalent. In particular, e I has a projection on the c axis for e I xz. This effect was used before 8 and allows one to project out the E g phonons in the x * x and x * y configurations, where x * (x + αz) inside the crystal [see Fig. 1(d) ]. For BaFe 2 As 2 the index of refraction is n = 2.2 + 2.1i at 514 nm resulting in α ≈ 0.4 for an angle of incidence of 66
• . The corresponding intensity contribution is then 0.16. As a consequence, x * x and yy are inequivalent whereas e I = x * (x + α z/ √ 2) and e I = y * (y + α z/ √ 2) are equivalent for having the same projection on the c direction. Upon comparing x * y and yx the leakage of the c-axis polarized contributions to the electronic continuum can be tested. In the case here, they are below the experimental sensitivity. The effect Fe As of the finite angle of acceptance of the collection optics (±15 • corresponding to a solid angleΩ of 0.21 sr) on the projections of the scattered photons can be neglected.
D. Theoretical Calculations
The phonon eigenvectors Q (ν) (displacement patterns of the vibrating atoms in branch ν) and the energies of all Raman-active phonons of BaFe 2 As 2 in the tetragonal (I4/mmm) and the orthorhombic (F mmm) phases were obtained from ab initio DFT calculations within the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parameterization 31 of the generalized gradient approximation. The phonon frequencies were calculated by diagonalizing the dynamical matrices using the phonopy package. 32, 33 The dynamical matrices were constructed from force constants determined via the finite displacement method in 2 × 2 × 1 supercells. 34 As a basis for the calculations we used the projector augmented wave approximation, 35 as implemented in the Vienna package (VASP). [36] [37] [38] The Brillouin zone for one unit cell was sampled with a 10 × 10 × 10 k point mesh, and the plane wave cutoff was set at 520 eV. For the tetragonal phase, we used a Néel-type magnetic order to relax the structure and to obtain the experimental lattice parameters. 39 For the orthorhombic phase, we used the stripe-like magnetic order shown in Fig. 1(a) .
In addition, we studied the resonant phonon-photon interaction by exploring the dielectric tensorε. The latter was determined using the Optics code package 31 was employed as the exchange correlation functional and the basis-size controlling parameter RK max was set to 8.5. A mesh of 400 k points in the first Brillouin zone for the self-consistency cycle was used. The density of states (DOS) and dielectric tensors were computed using a 10 × 10 × 10 k mesh. For the dielectric tensor a Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV was introduced.
The (generally complex) Raman tensor α
jk (ω I ) is determined by the derivative of the dielectric tensor elements ε jk (ω I ) = ε jk (ω I )+iε jk (ω I ) Table I . Raman-active phonons in BaFe2As2. The experimental and theoretically determined energies are given in cm −1 . In addition, the symmetry correlations between the tetragonal (I4/mmm) and orthorhombic (F mmm) structures are shown. 125 110
135 133
270 272
273 287
with respect to the normal coordinate of the respective phonon, Q (ν) . Since we are interested only in the resonance behavior of the As phonon, we are only concerned with the derivative with respect to Q (As) ,
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Lattice dynamics
The energies and symmetries as obtained from lattice dynamical calculations for tetragonal and orthorhombic BaFe 2 As 2 are compiled in Table I . The four modes in tetragonal I4/mmm symmetry obey A 1g + B 1g + 2 E g selection rules. The eigenvectors are depicted in Fig. 2 . In the orthorhombic F mmm phase, the two E g modes are expected to split into B 2g and B 3g modes. Thus, there are six non-degenerate modes in the orthorhombic phase, A g + B 1g + 2 B 2g + 2 B 3g . Table I shows the symmetry relations between the tetragonal and orthorhombic phonons.
Since the A g and B 1g eigenvectors remain unchanged upon entering the orthorhombic phase, only those of the B 2g and B 3g phonons are shown in Fig. 3 . For the B 2g and B 3g phonons the As and Fe atoms move perpendicular to the c axis and perpendicular to each other. The calculated phonon vibrations agree with previous results for BaFe 2 As 2 , 7 however our energies differ slightly from those reported by Zbiri et al. 7 In particular, we find a splitting between the B Table I displays the experimental phonon energies as measured above and below the magneto-structural tran- sition along with the theoretical values. The E (1) g phonon found at 130 cm −1 above T s splits into two well separated lines as predicted (Table I) 
2g and B
3g modes are shifted to higher energies by 2 cm −1 , and 5 cm −1 , respectively. The theoretical and experimental phonon energies are in agreement to within 14% for both crystal symmetries. The splitting between the B 2g and B 3g modes is overestimated in the calculations.
Previous experiments were performed on twinned crystals, 8, 42, 43 and the B 2g and B 3g modes were observed next to each other in a single spectrum. An equivalent result can be obtained in de-twinned samples by using 8 Asterisks mark the Eg modes discussed in Sec. III B.
x * y , x * x or RR polarizations where the x and y axes are simultaneously projected (along with the z axis). In neither case the symmetry of the B 2g and B 3g phonons can be pinned down. Only in a de-twinned sample where the xz and yz configurations are projected separately the B 2g and B 3g modes can be accessed independently.
Uniaxial pressure along the Fe-Fe direction, as shown by the black arrows in the insets of Fig. 4 , determines the orientation of the shorterb axis. This configuration enables us to observe the B 
3g mode at 135 cm −1 in x * x and, respectively, x * y polarization configurations thus augmenting earlier work. With the shorter axis determined by the direction of the stress (insets of Fig. 4 ) the assignment of the B 2g and B 3g modes is unambiguous. Since the x * x spectrum (red) comprisesãã and cã polarizations both the A g and the B 2g phonons appear. The x * y spectrum (blue) includes the B 1g (ãb) and B 3g (cb) symmetries.
The calculated splitting between the B 2g and B 3g modes is smaller for the E (2) g than for the E (1) g mode, qualitatively agreeing with the experiment. However, in the calculations this difference is entirely due to the different reduced masses for these modes since the E (1) g and E (2) g phonon are dominated by As and Fe motions, respectively. In the experiment the splitting for the E (2) g mode is close to the spectral resolution, indicating an additional reduction of the splitting below that obtained in the calculation. The source of this additional reduction is unclear at the moment.
C. As phonon intensity Fig. 5 shows low-energy spectra of twinned BaFe 2 As 2 for (a) RR and (b) ab polarization configurations at 310 (orange), 150 (green), and 60 K (blue). The As phonon at 180 cm −1 is the strongest line in the RR spectra at all temperatures as expected and gains intensity upon cooling. In ab polarizations there is no contribution from the As mode above T s . Below T s (blue spectrum) the As phonon assumes a similar intensity as in the RR polarization as reported earlier. 8, 17 Due to a finite projection of the incident light polarizations onto the c axis [see Fig. 1(d) ] in both RR and ab configurations the E g phonons appear in all spectra (asterisks). The electronic background has been extensively discussed in previous works [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and is not a subject of the study here. In order to understand the appearance of the As line in the crossed ab polarizations it is sufficient to consider the in-plane components of the A g Raman tensor,
The response of this phonon for the polarization configuration (e I ,e S ) is given by χ
(where * means conjugate transposed). In the tetragonal (A 1g ) case the two elements are equal, α 11 = α 22 , and the phonon appears only for e S e I . In the orthorhombic phase the tensor elements are different, and one can expect the phonon to appear for e S ⊥ e I since the intensity then depends on the difference between α 11 and α 22 . In detwinned samples α 11 and α 22 can be accessed independently by using parallel polarizations for the incident and scattered light oriented along either theã or theb axis. In addition, putative imaginary parts of α ii may be detected by analyzing more than two polarization combinations as discussed in Appendix C. Spectra forãã and bb configurations are shown in Figure 7 of Appendix B.
We proceed now with the analysis of the phonon spectral weight A (As) IS (ω I ) as a function of the incident photon excitation energy ( ω I ) and polarization. Fig. 6(a) shows A (As) IS (ω I ) as derived by fitting the peak with a Voigt function, after subtracting a linear background. Measurements were repeated several times in order to check the reproducibility. The variation of the spectral weight between different measurements can be taken as an estimate of the experimental error. For light polarizations parallel to the antiferromagneticã axis, A (As) aã (ω I ) (red squares) increases continuously with increasing ω I whereas A (As) bb (blue squares) stays virtually constant for incident photons in the red and green spectral range, ω I < 2.7 eV, and increases rapidly for ω I > 2.7 eV. For all wavelengths the spectral weight is higher for theãã than for thebb configuration.
The variations of A eigenstate of the electronic system. Then in second order perturbation theory the intensity diverges as
where E 0 is the energy difference between an occupied and an unoccupied electronic Bloch state. In real systems having a finite electronic lifetime a Lorentzian profile is expected. We therefore approximated A (As) IS (ω I ) with Lorentzians centered at E 0,IS as shown by solid lines in Fig. 6(a) . From these model functions we determine E 0,ãã = 3.1 eV and E 0,bb = 3.3 eV.
In order to compare the experimental observations with theoretical calculations of the phonon spectral weights the band structure needs to be renormalized so as to account for correlation effects (for details see Appendix D). Specifically, we differentiate three regions: (i) the unoccupied Fe 3d bands near the Fermi energy that we renormalize via a rescaling factor, (ii) the occupied bands below -2.7 eV of predominantly As 4p character that remain unchanged and (iii) the occupied bands between -2.7 eV and the Fermi level derived from hybridized Fe 3d and As 4p orbitals. Due to this hybridization, the renormalization of the latter bands cannot be performed by simple rescaling. One can anticipate that the optical absorption would set in at energies below 1.8 eV, smaller than our minimal laser energy, if the occupied Fe bands would have been renormalized prior to hybridization with the As bands. Due to the small density of states of the As bands in the range from -2.7 eV to E F their contribution to the dielectric function would be small. With this in mind, we simply excluded all occupied bands in this range from the calculations. The effect of these bands, although small, could be accounted for using the DMFT method, which, however, is beyond the scope of our present work.
We then determine the dielectric tensor and the Raman tensor (section II D) on the basis of this renormalized band structure for the (π, 0) ordered state. Since our resonances lie in the range ω I > 2.7 eV our calculations can capture the intensities and theã−b anisotropy in this range of energies rather well as can be seen in Fig. 6(b) .
With this analysis, we interpret our joint experimental and theoretical results as evidence that resonance effects are the main source of the anomalous intensity of the As phonon in crossed polarizations. The main experimental argument is based on the anisotropic variation of the phonon intensities with ω I inãã andbb polarization configurations, while the theoretical derivation of the tensor elements demonstrates the importance of magnetic order and correlation effects for the band reconstruction.
As proposed previously, 16 magnetism appears to be the origin of the anisotropy. However, the intensity anisotropy cannot be explained without taking into account the high-energy electronic states.
Finally, we briefly looked into the effect of doping on the anomaly and found further support for its magnetic origin. In Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 the transition temperature T SDW is several degrees below T s for finite x, and one observes that the anomaly of the As phonon does not commence at T s , but rather at the magnetic transition. For x = 0.025 the phonon assumes intensity in crossed polarizations only below T SDW (see supplementary information of Ref. 47) . For x = 0.051 the anomaly starts to appear at T s , as displayed in Fig. 10 in the Appendix, but the spectral weight does not show an order-parameterlike temperature dependence. The increase is nearly linear and saturates below T SDW at a value which is smaller by a factor of approximately 7 than that in RR polarization projecting A g /A 1g symmetry. In FeSe, with a structural transition at T s = 89.1 K but no long range magnetism, 50 the anomalous intensity can also be observed below T s but the intensity relative to that in the A g projection is only 1%, as shown in Fig. 11 . Similar to Ba(Fe 0.949 Co 0.051 ) 2 As 2 , the spectral weight increases ap-proximately linearly but does not saturate, presumably because FeSe does not develop long-ranged magnetic order.
IV. CONCLUSION
We studied the two E g phonons and the fully symmetric As vibration in twin-free BaFe 2 As 2 by Raman scattering. The tetragonal E g phonon at 130 cm
g ) splits into two modes in the orthorhombic phase. The detwinning allows us to identify the modes at 125 cm −1 and 135 cm −1 as B 2g and B 3g phonons, respectively. DFT calculations predict the symmetries correctly and show that the splitting occurs because of the stripe magnetic order.
The As A g phonon was studied for various laser lines in the range 1.8 to 3.1 eV. In the ordered phase the spectral weight of the phonon resonates for an excitation energy of (3.2±0.1) eV. The resonance energy is almost the same for the light polarized along the ferro-or antiferromagnetic directionsb andã [for the definition of the axes see Fig. 1(a) ], whereas the variation of the spectral weight with the energy of the incident photon is rather different for thebb andãã configurations.
We find that our DFT calculations reproduce the anisotropy and the resonance very well for energies above 2.7 eV if we include both the effects of the magnetism and of the strong correlations in the Fe 3d orbitals, responsible for the band renormalization. For energies below 2.7 eV our approximation is only semi-quantitative, because the occupied Fe 3d bands are strongly hybridized with the As bands and cannot be renormalized by simple rescaling. As in the case of the E g phonons, all effects are strongly linked to magnetism. However, in the case of the As phonon the inclusion of electronic states at high energies is essential because of the resonance behavior. Therefore, low-energy physics with magnetism-induced anisotropic electron-phonon coupling 16 is probably insufficient for explaining the anomalous intensity in crossed polarizations.
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Applying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, one obtainsṄ
where R is another constant, which is proportional to ∆ω
is the thermal Bose factor and r 0 is the classical electron radius. Finally, after collecting all energy-independent factors in R we obtain
Here, ω 0 = 20, 000 cm −1 is inserted for convenience to get a correction close to unity. Therefore, the spectra shown reflect the measured number of photon counts per second and mW absorbed power as closely as possible, thus approximately obeying counting statistics as intended. Since the spectra are taken with constant slit width the spectral resolution depends on energy, and narrow structures such as phonons may change their shapes but the spectral weight is energy independent. Appendix B: Ag spectra Fig. 7 shows the complete set of the A g spectra we measured for detwinned BaFe 2 As 2 . All spectra were corrected as described in Appendix A. For all spectra the same constant width of 550 µm of the intermediate slit of the spectrometer was used. This results in an energy-dependent resolution varying between approximately 12 cm −1 at 24,630 cm −1 (3.05 eV or 406 nm) and 3 cm −1 at 14,793 cm −1 (1.83 eV or 676 nm). Accordingly, the width of the peak changes as a function of the excitation wavelength and does not reflect the intrinsic line width of the phonon, in particular not for blue photons. The intensity of the peak monotonically increases towards short wavelengths for theãã spectra (solid lines). For light polarized parallel to the ferromagnetic axis (bb, dashed lines) the intensity is low for λ I > 450 nm, but strongly increases for λ I < 450 nm. The underlying electronic continuum, which is not a subject of this paper, also changes in intensity as a function of the excitation wavelength.
From the spectra the spectral weight A (As)
IS (ω I ) of the phonon can be derived by fitting a Voigt function to the phonon peak after subtracting a linear background. The width of the Gaussian part of the Voigt function is given by the known resolution of the spectrometer while that of the Lorentzian part reflects the line width of the phonon.
Appendix C: Spectral weight for aa and ab polarizations
For clarity, Fig. 6 (a) displays only part of the data we collected. We also measured spectra in aa and ab IS (ωI) of the As phonon as a function of excitation energy and polarization. The top axis shows the corresponding wavelength of the exciting photons. The data forãã (red squares) andbb (blue squares) polarizations as well as the Lorentzian model functions (red and blue solid lines) are identical to Fig. 6(a) . The intensity for crossed (ab, purple diamonds) and for aa polarizations (orange dots) is comparable to the intensity found forbb polarization. The purple dashed line is the intensity for ab polarization calculated from the fitted resonance profiles (solid lines) assuming a Raman tensor with real elements. The orange dashed line shows the same calculation for aa polarization.
configurations (cf. Figs. 1(a) and 8 for the definitions) and find them instructive for various reasons. The aa and ab data (i) can be compared directly with results presented recently 17 and (ii) indicate that the Raman tensor has large imaginary parts. Fig. 8 shows the spectral weights of the As phonon mode for aa and ab polarizations, A imental values for A (As) aa (orange circles). A (As) ab can be determined in a similar fashion. In Fig. 8 we show the expected spectral weight as purple dashed line. The dependence on ω I is again derived from the model functions describing the resonance (full red and blue lines). Also for A (As) ab the mismatch between experiment (open purple diamonds) and expectation (purple dashed line) is statistically significant, and one has to conclude that the assumption of real tensor elements in the orthorhombic phase is not valid.
This effect is not particularly surprising in an absorbing material and was in fact discussed earlier for the cuprates.
52,53 For the Fe-based systems, the possibility of complex Raman tensor elements for the As phonon was not considered yet. Our experimental observations show that the complex nature ofα (Ag) is crucially important and that the imaginary parts of α 11 and α 22 must have opposite sign to explain the observed enhancement of A (As) ab (ω I ) and the suppression of A (As) aa (ω I ) with respect to the values expected for real tensor elements (dashed orange and purple lines in Fig. 8) .
In summary, the results for A (As) aa (ω I ) and A (As) ab (ω I ) support our interpretation that absorption processes are important for the proper interpretation of the Raman data. Currently, we cannot imagine anything else but resonance effects due to interband transitions as the source. The DFT band structure is shown in Fig. 9 . Bands above E F stem predominantly from Fe 3d orbitals (brown) while for E < −2.7 eV As 4p orbitals prevail (black). For a suitable comparison to the experiment these Fe bands are renormalized by a factor between 2 and 3 (Refs. 54-57) while no renormalization is needed for the As bands. The bands between -2.7 eV and E F are of mixed Fe/As character and are left out when calculating the dielectric tensor as is illustrated by the grey shade in Fig. 9 . Only transitions between the ranges [-5.5 eV,-2.7 eV] and [0,2.6 eV], highlighted by turqouis rectangles, are taken into account. Thus for photon energies below 2.7 eV the absorption in our calculations originates predominantly from the Drude response whereas for ω I > 2.7 eV the results become increasingly realistic since they include interband absorption. In either case we use a phenomenological damping of 0.1 eV. We determine the dielectric tensor and the Raman tensor as described in section II D on the basis of this renormalized band structure. While theã −b anisotropy is qualitatively reproduced for all energies ω I as shown in Fig. 6(b) of the main text, the two other experimental quantities, A (As) ab (ω I ) (purple) and A (As) aa (ω I ) (orange) shown in Fig. 8 here, are not captured properly simply because the imaginary parts of the theoretically determined tensor elements α (As) ii become very small below 2.7 eV. In order to describe A (As) aa (ω I ) and A (As) ab (ω I ) absorption processes which lead to imaginary parts of the Raman tensor are necessary. Upon phenomenologically introducing imaginary parts ofα for low energies, which cut off at 2.7 eV where the correct absorption takes over, full agreement can be achieved. However, a solution on a microscopic basis becomes possible only by using LDA+DMFT schemes which are beyond the scope of the present work. served for crossed polarizations. Fig. 10(a) shows Raman spectra in ab polarization of Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 with x = 5.1% having T s = 60.9 K and T SDW = 50.0 K. The As mode appears below T s and gains strength upon cooling. Fig. 10(b) shows the corresponding spectral weight as a function of temperature. In the nematic phase T SDW < T < T s the phonon spectral weight increases almost linearly upon cooling and saturates in the magnetic phase for T < T SDW at approximately 15% of that in the fully symmetric channel (A g /A 1g ). In FeSe the Se phonon appears also in the ab spectra as shown in Fig. 11(a) when the temperature is lowered below the structural phase transition at T s ≈ 90 K. Upon cooling [ Fig. 11(b) ] the spectral weight of the phonon increases almost linearly for crossed polarizations (ab, black squares), but stays virtually constant across the phase transition for parallel light polarizations [RR, orange circles in Fig. 11(b) ]. As opposed to Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 no saturation of the spectral weight in ab polarizations is found, likely because FeSe shows no long range magnetic order down to lowest temperatures. 50 Only about 1% of the spectral weight of the A 1g spectra (RR) is found in crossed polarizations here, in contrast to BaFe 2 As 2 and Ba(Fe 1−x Co x ) 2 As 2 , where the spectral weight of the phonon is larger (Figs. 5 and 10 ).
